


Since its foundation in 2002, DieTronic focuses on controlled blank 
lubrication.
The ongoing technologic evolution of the lubricants employed in 
metal forming has led our company to develop solutions dedicated 
to each different need.

The research and development of these solutions starts from the 
wish to create an Italian company able to offer proper automatic 
systems for the different metal forming applications.
Our products have been accredited as unique and exclusives, enou-
gh to obtain a patent that grants our customers a consolidated te-
chnology. 

Our distribution network offers support to the customer starting 
from the counselling to the assistance and maintenance of our sy-
stems, ensuring quickness in pre- and post-sales services. 

Main topics of patent:
•	 HFV	technology	with	

electronic	dosage	valves
•	 Anti	-	drop	design
•	 Easy	maintenance		

and	control

POINT	LUBRICATION

CLEANING	AND	SECTORIAL	LUBRICATION

STRIPS	LUBRICATION

SECTORIAL	LUBRICATION

ROLLS	LUBRICATION
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DIETRONIC
LEADING	TECHNOLOGy	FROm	2002

DIETRONIC	COmPONENTS
mUST	HAVE

AutomAtic control
Our systems are designed for the application of oil 
in specific points, strips or sectors. 
The software solutions, dedicated for every model, 
manage all parameters automatically.

Design
Our machines are designed with an anti-drop 
structure that minimizes the contamination and oil 
leakage. 

The distance between the nozzles is 50 mm, as 
well as their distance from the blank, which ensures 
a precise application and an appropriate dosage. 

control cAbinet
The operator interface is made up 
by a touch - screen panel where all 
main parameters are set, like acti-
vation of the nozzles according to 
the blank width, quantity of applied 

lubricant, management of the temperature mainte-
nance system, functions for different types of lubri-
cants and memorization of the receipts. The interfa-
ce with the line allows the lubricant application only 
during the blank feeding. 

extrActAble sprAy heAD
The modularity of the structure al-
lows the easy extraction and re-in-
sertion of the spray bars, where 
the nozzles are housed in a closed 
structure in order to prevent dange-

rous fluid dispersion. All the components may be ea-
sily disassembled for maintenance.

oil mist extrAction
The structure of the machine is 
equipped with an extraction hood 
to prevent oil mist escaping from 
the box. The suction system is posi-
tioned on top of the machine with 4 

filtration stages; one of them is an absolute filter that 
prevents the installation of external canalization. 

moDulAr tAnks  
In case more than one lubricant 
is used, modular tanks with re-
spective interchangeable spray 
heads are provided.
The system may handle water-ba-

sed oil through the Dosi-Mixer, that mixes water 
and oil in the required percentages automatical-
ly and continuously, ensuring an homogeneous 
fluid.

lifting of upper sprAy heAD 
for coil If the machine is inserted 
on a coil processing line, it will be 
equipped with a height adjust-
ment system of the spray nozzle 
head to make the operation of 

coil insertion easier.

Driven internAl conveyor
Inside the oiler frame a transport 
system for coil conveying is pro-
vided. In case of metal sheet pro-
cessing, the machine is provided 
with a driven conveyor to enable 

the correct movement through the machine. The 
Inverter synchronizes the internal system with 
the infeed and outfeed conveyor rolls perfectly.

oil sAving 
by 60 - 90%

reDuction 
of scrAps up to 90%

longer 
Die-lifetime

reDuction 
of Downtimes

eco 
frienDly

completely 
AutomAtic system

process precision 
AnD repeAtAbility

for every 
lubricAnt type

configurAtion 
for coil or sheet

reDuction of 
post-proDuction costs

lubricAnt mAnAgement
The possibility to manage every type of lubricant 
allows the use of low, medium and high viscosity 
products, in addition to water-based lubricants. It 
is possible to combine several products in only one 
machine, preventing their contamination.

service
Thanks to the world-wide sales network, the spare 
parts for our machines are available rapidly and lo-
cally. Dietronic additionally offers a service of regu-
lar and planned maintenance that helps to control 
periodically all functionalities of the installed lubri-
cating systems, in addition to remote assistance.
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moDulAr mAnifolD

moDulAr mAnifolD

moDulAr mAnifolD

moDulAr mAnifolD

kA4 nozzles

kA3 nozzles

bAr

box

pneumAtic 
moDulAr cAbinet 
with 40 lt tAnks The oil and air pressure are easily settable throu-

gh a touch-screen panel. Like all our machines, 
Minimax is provided with a control cabinet and 
40 lt tank.

Minimax is equipped with one to four Modular 
Manifolds that feed up to 20	nozzles,	each	one	
completely	independent	from	another.	
For each channel, it is possible to set three diffe-
rent processing modes, besides regulating the oil 
percentage:
•	 continuous	mode (external start signal);
•	 on/off	mode (activating/deactivating the noz-

zle’s working cycle);
•	 cycle	 mode	 (setting spray time and cycle 

number)

It is possible to connect the system to up to 4 dif-
ferent external signals (cam). 

The	modular	manifolds	house	the	high	frequen-
cy	valves	as	well	as	the	oil	temperature	control	
and	the	flow	monitoring	system. 

Two different connecting nozzle types are avai-
lable, that stand out for the spray quality:
1. The first, named KA4, contains a high fre-

quency valve that guarantees the precise ap-
plication of the set oil quantity and prevents 
overspray;

2. The slim version, named	 KA3, has a more 
compact design for simpler application. 

Thanks to its versatility, the	 minimax	 system	
may	be	used	also	for	die	lubrication,	canalizing	
the	oil	outputs	inside	the	die	without	need	to	
spray.

low volume 
low pressure technology (lvlp)
Applies lubricant without waste, fog or overspray. 
Immediate feedback of oil flow for every nozzle: 
once settled, the oil quantity is constant without 
any need for other intervention.

POINT	LUBRICATION
mINImAX

flexibility

The flexible version of our sysTems is con-
figurable according To The cusTomer’s ne-
eds, To enable lubricaTion in specific poinTs.
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integrAteD solution 
for blAnk cleAning 
AnD sectoriAl lubricAtion

The innovative and slim design of the brushes as 
well as of the ALCPX oiler allows to obtain a com-
pact machine, positioned on rails to enable the in-
sertion (also of single separate units) into the pro-
duction lines. 

The	 linear	brushes that wipe transversally across 
the blank remove effectively even the smallest 
particles on the surface through micro-moistened 
filaments. The constant pressure on the sheet is 
guaranteed by a pressure buffer that compensates 
irregularities, while the residual dust is removed by 
an auto-cleaning device and a suction system. 

The sectorial	lubrication is carried out according 
to our high-quality standards, with the possibility 
to set the areas to be lubricated from the panel, up 
to a minimum area of 100x100 mm and 8 different 
quantities. 

The system also integrates some devices that help 
the processing of big size surfaces, like the auto-
matic	shape-learning	of	the	blank, automatic fun-
ctionality test of every nozzle and the Wiper for 
the cleaning of the internal walls.

CLEANING	AND	LUBRICATION
COmBI
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STRIP	LUBRICATION
SmALL	SIZE	LCPy

The machines of the LCP series are spray	lubrication	systems	for	blank	able	
to	deposit	a	settable	lubricant	film.	

It is possible to turn on/off each single nozzle that, positioned at 50 mm di-
stance from one another, creates strips on the blank for a minimum width 
of 100 mm.  The manifold sequence is placed in a structure called “Spray	
Head”, which is independent and extractable to facilitate maintenance and 
control by the operators.
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•• oil misT exTracTion

•• 40 lT modular Tanks

•• auTomaTic mixer for waTer-based producTs

available widThs:
200 mm

400 mm

600 mm

STRIP	LUBRICATION
mEDIUm	SIZE	LCPXEJ

•• oil misT exTracTion

•• auTomaTic mixer for waTer based producTs

•• 40 lT modular Tanks

•• lifTing of The upper spray head for coil

•• driven inTernal conveyor for blanks

available widThs:
800 mm

1000 mm

1200 mm

1400 mm

1600 mm 
1800 mm 
2000 mm
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SECTORIAL	LUBRICATION
mEDIUm	SIZE	SAGOmA

•• oil misT exTracTion

•• 40 lT modular Tanks

•• auTomaTic mixer for waTer based producTs

•• lifTing of upper spray head for coil

•• driven inTernal conveyor for blanks

•• indusTrial pc 17”
•• dosage from 0,3 To 5 g/m2 seTTable in minimum 

areas 50x50 mm

•• more Than 1000 sTorable programs

•• oil misT exTracTion

•• driven inTernal conveyor for blanks

•• indusTrial pc 17” 
•• dosage from 0,3 To 5 g/m2 seTTable in 

minimum areas 100x100 mm

•• more Than 1000 sTorable programs

available widThs:

SECTORIAL	LUBRICATION
BIG	SIZE	SAGOmA	ALCPXEJ

available widThs:

3200 mm

3400 mm

3600 mm

3800 mm

4000 mm 

4200 mm

4400 mm

4600 mm

4800 mm

5000 mm

800 mm

1000 mm

1200 mm

1400 mm

1600 mm 
1800 mm 

2000 mm

2200 mm 
2400 mm

2600 mm 
2800 mm 
3000 mm
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The	spray	lubrication	system	Sagoma	is	designed	for	the	oil	application	
onto	medium	size	surfaces,	where	a	sectorial	lubricant	dosage	is	required.	
The desired pattern composed by minimum areas of 50x50 mm is selected 
on the touch-screen and reproduced on the blank with 8 different quantities 
identified on the screen with different colours.

The Sagoma series machines are employed in the blank processing from	800	
to	3000	mm, as well as of coil up to 2000	mm width. As the LCP series, they 
are equipped with our manifolds, integrated inside the extractable spray heads.

The	spray	lubrication	system	Sagoma	is	designed	for	the	oil	application	
onto	 big	 size	 surfaces,	 where	 a	 sectorial	 lubricant	 dosage	 is	 required. 
The desired pattern composed by minimum areas of 100x100 mm is selected 
on the touch-screen and reproduced on the blank with 8 different quantities 
identified on the screen with different colours.

The ALCPXEJ series are employed in blank processing from	 3000	 mm	 to	
5000	mm width. 
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The	machines	of	the	2	and	4	rolls	series	are	equipped	with	rub-
ber	rolls	with	different	kind	of	surface,	smooth	or	grooved;	the	4	
rolls	version	is,	moreover,	equipped	with	two	dosing	steel	rolls. 
The machines are fitted out with a regulation system to adjust 
the distance between spreading rolls to work on different blank 
thicknesses. Each machine is provided with a 100 liter tank for the 
product supply to the two rolls. The exceeding oil is recovered 
by suction or gravity recovery through a pneumatic pump and re-
turned back to the main tank. A motorized mixing system for the 
emulsion preservation may be integrated.

ROLL	LUBRICATION
RUBBER	ROLLS

The	felt	roll	lubrication	systems	are	available	both	in	the	pressure	spring	
suspension	system	and	in	the	pneumatic	pistons	version;	the	last	model	
allows	the	quick	exchange	of	the	rolls. The available diameters of the rolls 
are 60	or	110	mm. The lubricant supply system to the rolls is carried out by 
gravity tanks, pressure tanks or pneumatic pump systems.
The quantity of the applied product is controlled by the opening and clo-
sing time of a valve provided with the lubricant supply system.

ROLL	LUBRICATION
FELT	ROLLS

2	ROLL	mACHINES
High	viscosity	oil	version,	composed	by	2	rolls	covered	with	poly-
urethane	rubber	(spreading	rolls).	The regulation of the applied 
quantity is determined from the surface composition of the roll 
and from the adjustable pressure between the spreading rolls. In 
the version with doctor blades, the regulation of the applied quan-
tity on blank is determined by the adjustable pressure between 
the spreading rolls and the dosing doctor blades. 

4	ROLL	mACHINES
medium/low	viscosity	oil	version,	composed	by	2	rolls	covered	
with	polyurethane	rubber	(spreading	rolls)	and	2	steel	rolls	(dos-
ing	rolls).	The regulation of the applied quantity on blank is de-
termined by the adjustable pressure between the spreading and 
the dosing rolls.

re60 model

roll diameTer: 60 mm

cr110 model

roll diameTer: 110 mm

cr60 model

roll diameTer: 60 mm



Dietronic	S.r.l.
Via Cavalier Angelo Manzoni 28, Z.I. Maiano
26866 Sant’Angelo Lodigiano (Lodi) - Italy
+39	0371	210	129  +39 0371 214 321
info@dietronic.eu
www.tubesurface.eu
www.dietronic.eu

our
APPLICATION	FIELDS

automotive furniture metal parts household 
appliance

metal packaging deep drawing electrical motors piping kitchen


